HEINE DELTA 30

The most important points at a glance

Switch between polarised and non-polarised light at the touch of a button = toggle function.
For more information, please visit heine.com/en/Toggle

Charging with the micro USB or Charger 30 table charging station

3 levels of light intensity
On/Off

True field of view of 30mm Ø

On/Off

3 levels of light intensity

Charging with the micro USB or Charger 30 table charging station

Switch between polarised and non-polarised light at the touch of a button = toggle function.
For more information, please visit heine.com/en/Toggle
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The **HEINE DELTA 30**

The most important points at a glance

- **Charge state**
  - 60 - 100 %
  - 33 - 66 %
  - 10 - 33 %
  - < 10 %

- **Diode lights up**
  - Blue = polarised illumination

- **Diode does not light up**
  - Non-polarised illumination

---

A film says more than a thousand words

- The **‘Using the DELTA 30’** video shows the DELTA 30 in action.

- The **‘DELTA 30 DERM app’** video shows how to use the DELTA 30 with the exclusive HEINE DERM app for digital documentation purposes.

- The **‘DELTA 30 Cube System’** video shows the DELTA 30 in cooperation with the HEINE data and image management system.
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